Subject: Shortlisting of candidates under sub-category in the category of Central Government/Private Sector/State PSE.

The PESB has decided to adopt the following policy for shortlisting of candidates in each sub-category in the Category of Central Government/Private Sector/State PSEs:-

v. In case, there are one or more than one eligible candidates in each subcategory (Central Government or Private Sector or State PSEs) then the senior most eligible candidate from each subcategory, with a total of 3 (three) for the Category, will be shortlisted and called for the selection meeting.

vi. In case, there are one or more than one eligible candidates in two subcategories (Central Government or Private Sector or State PSEs) and no eligible candidate in the remaining subcategory then the one senior most from each subcategory, where the eligible candidates are available, with a total of 2 (two) for the Category, will be shortlisted and called for the selection meeting.

vii. In case, there are more than one eligible candidates in one subcategory (Central Government or Private Sector or State PSEs) and no eligible candidate in the other two subcategories then two senior most eligible candidate from that subcategory with a total of 2 (two) for the Category, will be shortlisted from that category and called for the selection meeting.

viii. In case, there is only one eligible candidate in one subcategory (Central Government or Private Sector or State PSEs) and no eligible candidates in the remaining subcategories then only 1 (one) candidate from that subcategory, with a total of 1 (one) for the Category, will be shortlisted and called for the selection meeting.